FROM: DIRECTOR, NSA  
TO: SUSLO, LONDON  
DTG: 17210Z AUG 54  

MEETING CHM WITH MINOR MODIFICATIONS AS FOLLOWS CLN ABLE PD PARA 19 CHM PAGE 13  
CMH INSERT WORDS QUOTE WHEREVER IN CONFLICT HERESMITH UNQUOTE AFTER WORDS QUOTE  
UKUSA AGREEMENT UNQUOTE PD BAKER PD INSERT UNDER PARA 16 PARENTHESIZE PARENTHESIZE  
SUB DASH PARA SIMILAR TO 1SG PARENTHESIZE PARENTHESIZE AND 17F PARENTHESIZE PARENTHESIZE  
CHARLIE PD TAB B CHM SECTION C CHM PARA 13B CHM CHANGE FIGURES 19 AND 55 TO 9  
AND 65 PD DOC PD INSERT NEW SUB DASH PARA C IMMEDIATELY AFTER ABOVE TO READ  
CLN QUOTE WHICH IS NOW AVAILABLE TO THE  
BUT IS NOT PASSED TO UKUSA PD UNQUOTE PARA TWO PD FORMAL NOTIFICATION  
FROM USCIB FORTHCOMING SHORTLY  

M/R: Executive Secretary, USCIB, informally notified SUSLO of USCIB action on  
SCANUKUS conference papers, and suggested this Agency advise SUSLO.  
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